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REPORTS SYSTEM 
General provisions

Article 59
The Government of the G.D.R. shall provide the 

Agency with reports as detailed in Articles 60—69 in 
respect of nuclear material subject to safeguards under 
this Agreement.

Article 60
Reports shall be made in English, French, Russian or 

Spanish, except as otherwise specified in the Subsi
diary Arrangements.

Article 61
Reports shall be based on the records kept in accord

ance with Articles 51—58 and shall consist, as appro
priate, of accounting reports and special reports.

Accounting reports

Article 62
The Agency shall be provided with an initial report 

on all nuclear material subject to safeguards under this 
Agreement. The initial report shall be dispatched by 
the Government of the G.D.R. to the Agency within 
thirty days of the last day of the calendar month in 
which this Agreement enters into force, and shall reflect 
the situation as of the last day of that month.

Article 63
The Government of the G.D.R. shall provide the 

Agency with the following accounting reports for each 
material balance area:

(a) Inventory change reports showing all changes in 
the inventory of nuclear material. The reports 
shall be dispatched as soon as possible and in any 
event within thirty days after the end of the 
month in which the inventory changes occurred 
or were established; and

(b) Material balance reports showing the material 
balance based on a physical inventory of nuclear 
material actually present in the material balance 
area. The reports shall be dispatched as soon as 
possible and in any event within thirty days 
after the physical inventory has been taken.

The reports shall be based on data available as of the 
date of reporting and may be corrected at a later date, 
as required.

Article 64
Inventory change reports shall specify identification 

and batch data for each batch of nuclear material, the 
date of the inventory change and, as appropriate, the 
originating material balance area and the receiving 
material balance area or the recipient. These reports 
shall be accompanied by concise notes:

(a) Explaining the inventory changes, on the basis 
of the operating data contained in the operating 
records provided for under Article 58(a); and

(b) Describing, as specified in the Subsidiary 
Arrangements, the anticipated operational pro
gramme, particularly the taking of a physical 
inventory.

Article 65
The Government of the G.D.R. shall report each 

inventory change, adjustment and correction, either 
periodically in a consolidated list or individually. In
ventory changes shall be reported in terms of batches. 
As specified in the Subsidiary Arrangements, small 
changes in inventory of nuclear material, such as 
transfers of analytical samples, may be combined in 
one batch and reported as one inventory change.

Article 66
The Agency shall provide the Government of the 

G.D.R. with semi-annual statements of book inventory 
of nuclear material subject to safeguards under this 
Agreement, for each material balance area, as based on 
the inventory change reports for the period covered 
by each such statement.

Article 67
Material balance reports shall include the following 

entries, unless otherwise agreed by the Government of 
the G.D.R. and the Agency:

(a) Beginning physical inventory;
(b) Inventory changes (first increases, then de

creases) ;
(c) Ending book inventory;
(d) Shipper/receiver differences;
(e) Adjusted ending book inventory;
( f) Ending physical inventory; and
(g) Material unaccounted for.
A statement of the physical inventory, listing all 

batches separately and specifying material identification 
and batch data for each batch, shall be attached to each 
material balance report.

Special reports

Article 68
The Government of the G.D.R. shall make special 

reports without delay:
(a) If any unusual incident or circumstances lead the 

Government of the G.D.R. to believe that there 
is or may have been loss of nuclear material 
that exceeds the limits specified for this purpose 
in the Subsidiary Arrangements; or

(b) If the containment has unexpectedly changed 
from that specified in the Subsidiary Arrange
ments to the extent that unauthorized removal 
of nuclear material has become possible.

Amplification and clarification of reports

Article 69
If the Agency so requests, the Government of the 

G.D.R. shall provide it with amplifications or clarifica
tions of any report, in so far as relevant for the 
purpose of safeguards.

INSPECTIONS 
General provisions

Article 70
The Agency shall have the right to make inspections 

as provided for in Articles 71—82.

Purposes of inspections

Article 71
The Agency may make ad hoc inspections in order 

to:
(a) Verify the information contained in the initial 

report on the nuclear material subject to 
safeguards under this Agreement;

(b) Identify and verify changes in the situation which 
have occurred since the date of the initial report; 
and

(c) Identify, and if possible verify the quantity and 
composition of, nuclear material in accordance 
with Articles 93 und 96, before its transfer out 
of or upon its transfer into the G.D.R.


